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QUESTION: 66  
You want to move configuration from Development Instance to Production Instance. 
Which three entities can be moved by using out of the box XML download and upload 
functionality?  

A. Credit Categories  
B. Pay Groups  
C. BU Parameter  
D. Analyst  
E. Payment Plans  
F. Classification Rules 
G. Credit Rules  
H. Compensation Plan 
I. Participant  

Answer: G, H, I 

QUESTION: 67  
Your client wants a research assistant role that has read-only access to all pages 
accessible to the Compensation Analyst and to assigned participants.  
How can this be accomplished?  

A. Copy the Analyst Role and delete all privileges in the provisioning template other 
than Read.  
B. Copy the Participant role and add Analyst Duty Roles.  
C. Create a new role template.  
D. Create a new role and add read privileges.  

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 68  
A report with relevance to Contacts has to be built to show the entire business life cycle 
associated to the Contact. The developer decides to design the report by combining 



reports using SQL. He has taken care of having multiple logical statements based on 
common ID/Keys, yet he finds some issues due to Joins in reports.  
Identify the technique that could resolve the Join issue.  
 
 
A. This technique allows you to Join multiple logical SQL statements by using Inner 
Join, Outer Join and Doss Join.  
B. This technique allows you to Join multiple logical SQL statements by using Inner 
Join and Outer Join.  
C. This technique does not allow you to Join multiple logical SQL statements by using 
Inner Join and Outer Join.  
D. This technique allows you to Join multiple logical SQL statements by using Equi Join 
and Cross Join.  
 
 
Answer: D  
 
 
QUESTION: 69  
Which statement is true for the participant home currency?  
 
 
A. A participant's home currency must be the same as the operating currency.  
B. A participant can be compensated for an invoice booked only in the participant's 
home currency.  
C. A participant's home currency must be the same for all participants in the 
organization.  
D. A participant can be compensated for an invoice booked in a currency different from 
the participant's home currency.  
 
 
Answer: B  
 
 
QUESTION: 70  
A profile option is set at Site and User levels. Which one takes precedence?  
 
 
A. Site  
B. user  
C. Product  
D. Global  
 
 
Answer: B  
 
 



QUESTION: 71  
When should you set 'Calculate Incentive = Per Event’ while building a plan 
component?  
 
 
A. when the incentive is to be calculated upon the event of the user running calculations 
manually as opposed to the event of automatically scheduled calculations  
B. when the incentive is to be calculated based on many transactions grouped over an 
Interval  
C. when the incentive Is to be calculated on a per transaction basis  
D. when the incentive is to be calculated pet any kind of event, as long as the user 
defines the event first  
 
 
Answer: D  
 
 
QUESTION: 72  
You have created one performance measure, PM1, which has the following definition 
with calculation sequence 1. You want to refer PMl output in performance measure 2 
having calculation sequence 2. Which two statements are true?  
 

  
 
 
A. You cannot access output of PMl In output expression of PMl.  
B. You can refer to attribute Measure result.PMl.Output.  
C. You can refer to attribute Measure result.PMl.Input.  
D. You can refer to attribute Measure result .PMl.PTD Output Achieved.  
E. You can refer to attribute Measure result.PMl.PTD Output Achieved.  
 
 
Answer: A, C  
 
 
QUESTION: 73  
Your client is tuning four performance measures with the same output expression 'SUM 
(Credit.Credit Amount)' and no scorecard. The following transactions were processed 
through the performance measure.  
 



 
 
On examining closely, you found that though performance measure has the same output 
expression, the output (refer below) for the performance measure is not equal.  
Which performance measure attribute is responsible for this variation?  
 

 
 
 
A. Distribute By  
B. Unit of Measure  
C. Performance Interval  
D. Process Transactions  
 
 
Answer: B  
 
 
QUESTION: 74  
Which three are reports you can customize few Mobile Commissions?  
 
 
A. Payments: Payment transactions and related details of the sales participant  
B. Credits: Credits and related details of the sales participant  
C. Analytics: Details of the recent analysis of the sales participant  
D. Disputes: Details of the recent disputes raised by the sales participant  
E. Reimbursements: Reimbursements and related details of the sale*, ii.ntic ip.int  
 
 
Answer: A, B, D  
 
 
QUESTION: 75  
Which statement is true regarding role inheritance?  
 



A. Job and abstract roles are inherited by duty roles.  
B. Abstract roles are inherited by Job roles  
C. Roles are not inherited; they are assigned at their lowest level.  
D. Duty roles are inherited by job roles.  
 
 
Answer: A  
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